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Summary 
In the spring semester of 2015, a degree project which is provided by Low Vision International 

Sweden AB has been carried out. This degree project is about the improvement of an existing 

reading machine system “MagniLink TTS”. 

This product was developed during 2011, it is a reading machine based on a regular CCTV 

(closed-circuit television) with an external module that incorporates a computer board. The basic 

function is to offer “text-to-speech” functionality to the low vision user by taking a snapshot on 

the text document underneath the camera and the software uses OCR (optical character 

recognition) functionality to recognize the text and show that on a built in screen with sound 

feedback.  

The LVI Company has received some feedbacks, this is the reason why some features need to be 

updated. In addition, some 3rd party components have gone EOL (end of life), which also needs 

to be updated. 

The project starts with designing the process, then to define the problem to get a good 

understanding of this project. The next step is to analyze the requirements from the customers 

and company to make preparation for the original ideas. Then to develop some design concepts 

with brainstorming, and analyze the subsystems which are divided from the final concept. When 

developing the concepts, 3D drawings are used for better understanding with the ideas. Last but 

not least, for better design, performing DFX (design for quality, assembly, manufacture and 

environment) and prototyping analysis are included in the process of improvement. 
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Abstract  

This degree project is about the improvement of an existing reading machine system “MagniLink 

TTS”, which is provided by Low Vision International Sweden AB. 

According to the received feedbacks, some features together with the 3rd party components 

which have gone EOL (end of life) need to be updated. 

The project starts with designing the process, then to define the problem. The next step is to 

analyze the requirements from the customers and company, then to develop some design 

concepts with brainstorming and analyze the subsystems. In addition, 3D drawings are used to 

explain the final concept. Last, DFX (design for quality, assembly, manufacture and environment) 

is performed and analytical prototyping is included in the process of improvement. 

 

Keywords: product improvement, reading machine, text to speech, market feedback analysis, 

concepts designing, DFX, prototyping. 
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The bachelor program of Linnaeus University requires the students to participate in a company 
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1. Introduction 
This part introduces the background of company and project, task, relevance and limitations 

about the project are also included  

1.1 Background 

Low Vision International is recognized as one of the world ś leading manufacturers of equipment 

for visually impaired people. The head office is located in Växjö, Sweden, all development and 

manufacturing takes place there. LVI offers a wide range of video magnifiers and solutions for 

people with visual impairments for use in home, work and school environments.  

This product “MagniLink TTS” was developed during 2011, it is a reading machine based on a 

regular CCTV (closed-circuit television) with an external module that incorporates a computer 

board. The basic function is to offer “text-to-speech” functionality to the low vision user by 

taking a snapshot on the text document underneath the camera and the software uses OCR 

(optical character recognition) functionality to recognize the text and show that on a built in 

screen with sound feedback. 

This project needs to update some features of reading machine according to feedback, it includes 

both software and mechanically updates. There are also some 3rd party components that have 

gone EOL (end of life), which needs to be updated. 

1.2 Task 

In this degree work the goal is to improve and also select a new computer board that could be 

placed into the screen module instead and the system could be controlled by an external control 

box. The mission includes a market analysis of known competitor systems, development of 

technical specification and the definition to implementation of the project. In the actual 

implementation it is included design concept, design proposals and the analytical prototype for 

the positon of three boards (new mother board, driver board and controller board) inside the 

monitor. 
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1.3 Limitation 

For this project, the theories from reference books and calculations are used; however, all of them 

are based on theory, the prototyping is analytical (3D model), a physical prototyping (real model) 

is not included in because of the unfamiliarity of manufacture. Time is also a critical limitation, 

some solutions are not to be chosen not only because the unfamiliar subjects like software and 

electricity, but also for the limited time. 
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2. Methods 
This chapter explains the methods that the group is used to gather the data. 

Empirical study 

Measurement 

In this report, the dimensions of the improved parts can be the primary data. These dates were 

collected by measuring the size of similar existing products when the group visited the company. 

Some dates were directly used in the design, some dates were improved after the meeting. 

Observations 

LVI Company has got the market feedback by questionnaire survey, the feedback together with 

product catalogs were given when the group visited the company. These data helps to define the 

problem and get the overall understanding of the product that need to be improved. 

When improving the subsystems, there were some meetings with the company. The group gets a 

lot of suggestions about some dimensions and combines these data with the measured data. In the 

process of discussion with company, the group gets various new ideas. Even the idea may not 

good enough, it always has a great effect on the thinking way.  

The group also found some real similar cases on the Internet; it helps to inspire the new ideas and 

finds more solutions in the brainstorming part. 

Theoretical study 

Before writing the report, various theories need to be read to find the appropriate process. When 

the whole process is designed, the table of content is also set, the key words used to search the 

reference books can be found in the content, it means more books and articles need to be used as 

reference in theory part. Books borrowed from school library, articles from the Internet database 

are both included in. These literatures help the group to know how to do and what should be done 

in next developing steps. The detailed information can be seen in reference part and checklist. 

Literature review can be a huge work in this project, because of this, the pages that have been 

used are made as the notes to get rid of finding them again when make the reference. 
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3. The Design Process 
This chapter is used to build an overall design process for this project, and all the steps in the 

following chapters are included in.  

 

Figure 3.1 French’s model of design process [15] 

The process begins with an initial statement of need and stops with working drawing and etc. 

(French, 1985). Fig 3.1 shows one of the models about designing process, it is expanded from the 

basic process that designers have to do: exploration, generation, evaluation and communication. 

As the Fig 3.1 shows, with the development of the design proceeding from one step to the next, it 

is very necessary to have the iterative returns to former steps with feedback loops. The team 

followed the French’s model and expanded this model by detailing the steps according to the 

project requirements. [15] 

Analysis of problem 

Statement of problem 

Conceptual design 

Selected schemes 

Embodiment of schemes 

Detailing 

(Iteration) 

(Iteration) 
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Figure 3.2 Diagram of the design process applied in the project 

The design process is developed by using process figure to make the project clear to see and 

follow. Fig 3.2 shows a following step of the project to identify a general solution for the 

problem, including analysis, assessment, improvement and development. Starting with defining 

the problem, then the team identifies customer needs to contribute conceptual design. After the 

final concept is scored and selected, product architecture is developed. Next step, the team 

designs for excellence. Building 3D model is a necessary step to overview the result, which is 

called prototyping. Finally, the team has to check whether all the requirements satisfy the 

customer and the company or not and whether all the components work well with each other or 

not, and analyse potential failure of the improved product. 
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4. Theory 
As Fig 3.2 is shown, this part describes the explanation of techniques or tools that are used in the 

application to solve problems according to reference books, scientific published articles, 

company catalogues, and standards. 

4.1 Defining the Problem 

This chapter includes two parts, defining the project and defining the context. 

4.1.1 Defining the project 

When starting a design project, it usually begins with an idea. It can be a problem that has to be 

solved or the solution of a problem that already exists.  

When the project is selected, the next vital step is to name the problem and sketch the concept. A 

design idea can only be formed when the problem has a name, and a simple sketch showing the 

idea is really a great help to the design projects that are driven by a group of people. Last, the 

team needs to explain the project task as specific as possible to let people have a good 

understanding what project the team selected. [1] 

4.1.2 Defining the context 

For team projects, it is important to make it clear what the system boundary is—that is, what is 

inside the design scope and what is outside the design scope. So the system boundary will be 

defined at first. 

External entities of the system have their own goals, functions, behaviour patterns, and interfaces, 

which interact with the system and be related to the product or system. Confusion over external 

entities can be refrained from the beginning. A new entity should be classified as internal, 

external, or irrelevant when it is identified. The irrelevant entity that is less related to the system 

can be ignored. 

Having identified the concept system and the entities that are external to it, a view of the 

proposed system in the context of a larger system is needed to explain why each external entity 

was thought to be relevant to the system. In this project, both context diagrams and context 

matrices are used to document the context of a system.  
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Context Matrix 

A context matrix is a brief tabular presentation of the relationships between entities in a system, 

which expresses the same information as a context diagram but is easier to develop. In the table, 

the rows are for the entities of the system listed in random order, and the columns are for the 

entities of the system listed in the same order as the rows. 

Context Diagrams 

A context diagram is a short and clear network which can represent the relationships between 

entities in a system. The proposed system and the external entities consist of the nodes of the 

network. The connecting lines show the relationships between the system and the external entities 

in the network. These lines are included in the diagram as background information between 

external entities. 

Rectangular nodes labelled with the names of the system elements and rectilinear lines labelled 

with relationships in the diagram, which possibly forms a simple sentence by using the label on a 

line. The sentence describes a relationship of the tail to the head by making the noun of the tail 

node as subjects and the noun of the head node as objects. Put the label close to the tail node to 

show the direction of the relationship instead of using the arrows. [1] 

 

4.2 Identifying Customer Needs 

This chapter includes two parts, voice of the customer and defining functional requirements. 

4.2.1 Voice of the customer 

Voice of customer is a method to understand the needs more deeply by expanding current needs. 

It is important to know if the customer is satisfied with the product. It is essential as well to 

understand what the customer thought about in his mind when he preferred to buy your product. 

There is a difference between satisfaction and choice. 

In this project, the team collected the customer comments first, and then made the voice of 

customer according to these comments. In addition, voice of customer provides a great help to 

QFD house in following step. 
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Collect Customer Comments 

To collect customer comments can be made in many different ways. In this project, the commons 

have been gathered by company, the things that teams did was organizing. It is important to not 

try to rewrite the customers’ comments in this step. Because it is the same as adding your own 

interpretation and it can give misleading results in the further process. 

When the customer comments are collected as a form of table，it ensues in a good understanding 

of what the customers like and want from the product. But they are hard to use directly for a 

designer. Therefore a summarizing is made to get some statements to work with.  

Voice of the customer 

Customer needs and wants are collected word by word in the last step. These words must be 

translated that the team can understand how to improve the product. In other words, the 

information from the customers are emotional and subjective ("I dislike operating this machine!"), 

a more objective language is needed to translate the information that can be measured or 

validated ("the control lever is on the right side and I am left handed"). 

A table which consists by two columns is designed for voice of customer. One column is the 

objective language which has been said in last paragraph. The requirements in last column are 

divided into more specific requirements. The detailed information helps team have a better 

understanding of improvement. For example, objective language is “the camera on the supporting 

leg can scan bigger size of paper”, at this time, more specific languages are needed to explain the 

details (“the supporting leg can be moved” and “the supporting leg can be locked”). [1] [2] 

4.2.2 Defining functional requirements 

A set of statements which will tell what the product has to do is listed. These statements should 

present what the system must do but not how it is expected to do it. There are two kinds of 

decision levels, high-level and low-level. To classify these two levels, what to do is a high-level 

decision, while how to do it is a low-level decision. If a design is not good enough to satisfy a 

requirement it is an unacceptable design. It is called a“dive-and-surface” approach. Following 

steps are used to define the functional requirements for the design: 
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Collect use cases 

In this step the situations should be identified on how a user might want to use the system. In the 

identifications, different perspectives should be used to have a broad view of what use cases 

might occur. 

Prioritize use cases 

The second step, prioritize use cases, will be used when the team of designers have a list of 

possible use cases Those use cases listed in last step have to be identified to be high priority for 

which the behaviors must be described, medium priority and low priority for which the behaviors 

do not need to be described in this step for further uses. The team should base the priority rates on 

how big chance it is that the use case will give rise for new and relevant functional requirements. 

Describe use case behaviors 

Those use cases marked as high priorities in last step are developed behavioral descriptions by 

using use case name, initial conditions, behavior thread, ending conditions and notes in the 

process in this step for further uses. 

The first thing is to establish a good use case name. An example of a good use case name in this 

project is "user scan A3 paper”. 

The second step is to introduce initial conditions.  These conditions show the situation of a 

system and its running environment of the behavior.  It is possible to have different types of 

behaviors for the same use case, which depends on what initial situation the system is in. 

Behavior thread is the section where the behavior is described due to a sequence of event or 

activities. The activities or events have an own row in the sheet. 

The events and activities are divided in three or more different columns depending on which the 

event or activity is most associated with. The user or the operator is normally listed in the 

leftmost column in the spread sheet.  The system is placed in the middle column on the spread 

sheet and external entities involved on remaining columns. 

Behavior thread typically starts with an event or activity in the user or operator column. It is of 

high importance to use the right kind of language, the language describing activities or events is 

different depending on in which column it is listed in. If an activity is in the system column it is a 
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required activity of the system. It is there for highly recommended to use the formal language of” 

the system shall....” 

The end conditions describe the situation when the behaviors stop.  

Summarize functional requirements from use case behaviors 

When the high prioritized use cases are analyzed, all the functional requirements appear. The 

detailed functional requirements are collected and written in a list and grouped in columns and 

write summary functional requirements at the head of each grouping column. This part can be 

used in constructing function structure, identifying subsystem requirements and developing test 

plan. 

Compute and rank relative priorities 

Every class of product objectives shall be assessing weighted out of one with thinking of their 

importance. Then the number from first class to last class shall be timed to get a final result for 

ranking those relative priorities from high to low. The importance of each part can be known and 

this part can be used in concept scoring and help the team to select the final concept. [1] 

 

4.3 Conceptual Design 

This chapter includes three parts, establishing function structures, brainstorming and exploring 

concepts. 

4.3.1 Constructing function structure 

The function structure is determined by the requirements, the functions and the relationships 

between these functions, which give a method to evaluate the operational states of an existing 

technical system. Generally, function structure is to collect and arrange the receptor functions, 

main functions, assisting functions and effector functions of a technical system. [5] 

A set of functional requirements which is the key design problem for the basic purpose of the 

project is listed in this stage. These functional requirements are traced back to the initial 

behavioral description. [1] 
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Figure 4.1 Function flows [3] 

As Fig 4.1 shows that the function is determined by the requirements, standing for the 

relationship between the inputs and outputs of a plant, machine or assembly. Formulating an 

overall problem indicate an overall function that is based on the flow of energy, material and 

signals. Overall function is broken down into sub functions. Overall function is represented by a 

function structure caused by the combination of each individual sub functions. The purpose of 

breaking a function down into sub functions is to determine sub functions facilitating the 

subsequent search for solutions and to combine sub functions into a simple and clear function 

structure. And a function tree diagram is developed for the brainstorming in the following step. [3] 

4.3.2 Brainstorming 

This step is to think of different kinds of ideas and concepts freely and feasibly to solve difficult 

design problems in abstract functional terms and make lists of them in this step. Agreement and 

rule must be set to ensure the inspirations are helpful and avoid any waste of time. It is important 

to keep fresh brain and get rid of old ways of thinking of problems. [1] 

There are some rules of brainstorming: firstly, the creative and crazy ideas should be as many as 

possible, secondly, ideas should be short and snappy, thirdly, it is welcome to combine and 

improve on others’ ideas. 

Analogies about how to have a creative idea are used in the brainstorming. First method is direct 

analogies like biological. Second method is personal analogies; it means try to inspire you in the 

situation. Third method is symbolic analogies; it means the symbols can help to describe the 

ideas if you do not know how to explain. Last one is fantasy analogies, some crazy ideas are 

impossible to realize but it also contributes to inspire the new idea. [15] 

Inputs (material, 
energy, signals) 

Plant 

Machine 

Assembly 

Outputs(material, 
energy, signals) 
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4.3.3 Exploring concepts 

To generate design ideas, the concept fragments are used as raw material. Then a systematic way 

is needed to explore how these ideas can be combined to form design solutions. To complete this 

process there are three natural steps to follow: 

Prune and expand 

This step is applied to prune or expand the solutions from the brainstorming. That is, prune the 

unrealistic ideas and keep more reasonable ones. In this step, each function together with its 

solutions are listed as a table, and the solutions are classified as different field in the table, which 

likes mechanical, chemical, human power and so on. In addition, each table follows the 

explanations why the solution is expanded or pruned.  

Combine the concept fragments 

In last step, the solutions that need to be expanded has been decided, the next step is to combine 

the concepts according to the expanded solutions. For each function, the team selects one solution, 

and then combines these solutions to a concept, this step will be repeated , after that, some 

concepts will be got. 

A matrix of concept fragments should be developed. Functions and expanded solutions are listed 

in the form of a table. In this step, the different solutions that each concept has are very clear. 

Generate integrated concepts 

When the concept combination is done, it is time to generate different ways of reaching the 

design of the product. This is usually done by just some simple sketches showing the ideas of 

how every concept will work. These sketches will only be limited by the skills of drawing.  

In this step, the improved parts of each concept are shown in the sketches, and the explanation of 

each improved part is also included in. The detailed dimensions and shapes of some parts will be 

shown when developing the architecture. [1] 

 

4.4 Concept Scoring and Selection 

This chapter includes four parts, screening the alternatives, weighting the attributes, scoring the 

concepts and selecting the concept. 
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4.4.1 Performing screening of alternatives 

This technique is based on a method developed by the late Stuart Pugh in the 1980s, called Pugh 

concept selection (Pugh, 1990). The simple rating and ranking are used to identify the concepts 

eliminated before in the process of the system. Customer requirements and design choices are 

listed respectively in this step. One concept is for reference that is against all other concepts. 

Using different marks to show which concept is better, or worse, or the same as the reference one, 

which is called screening matrix.  

In this step, the team gets the requirements from the voice of customer which has been developed 

in former step. Next, attribute name which is short and stands for the features is given to each 

requirement. [4] 

4.4.2 Weighting the attributes 

For rating the concepts, in this step a more detailed rating system and requirement weighting 

scheme is used for the remaining concepts. Now a better graded rating scale are used, such as 

five-point scale instead of the simple zero, plus one and minus one. 

One concept is chosen to as the reference, other concepts need to be rated by comparing with the 

reference concept. Each attribute is rated after team discussion together with some suggestions 

from company.  [4] 

4.4.3 Scoring the concepts 

For ranking the concepts, the team develops weights for the requirements in a new column in this 

step. The weights do not need to sum to 100% because the focus is on a subset of the full set of 

the attributes.  

The rating that each attribute gets in last step is used to multiple with the weight that each 

attribute gets in former step. Then the team adds all the scores together, the final score of each 

concept will be shown. At that time, the best concept can be selected.  [4] 

4.4.4 Selecting the concept 

In this step, the final decision is taken according to rank. The matrix method is an efficient way to 

bring all the ideas and designs to a consensus and easily reflects on the alternatives in the critical 
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attributes, where one best or more concepts comes from. A clear 3D drawing of final concept is 

shown in this step. [4] 

 

4.5 Product Architecture 

This chapter includes three parts, component standardization, identifying subsystem requirements 

and developing subsystems. 

4.5.1 Defining the subsystems 

After a set of integrated design concepts are created and the final concept is selected, the 

subsystems shall be defined. A subsystem is to collect all the elements of a system owning an 

identifiable function. In this stage, a list or a diagram of components that have been working with 

shall be developed to make a clear view of working process and further use. [1] 

4.5.2 Identifing subsystem requirements 

The context of a subsystem is derived from a part of the context of the complete system. And all 

information about the boundaries of the subsystem has to be documented explicitly to allow to 

quickly getting an overview of all relevant constraints imposed by the context.  

To get derived functional requirements, ODT (operational description template) method is used 

in this step, which will be described in detail in the following text. After that, originating 

requirements from defining functional requirements are listed together with derived functional 

requirements. 

Identify interfaces 

To clarify what is happening in the different subsystems when they perform the different 

functions an identification of the interfaces are made. This is added in the operational description 

template with a background color or something that makes it stand out in the matrix. Interfaces 

can be flow of energy, material or information.  
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Extract functional requirements 

When the ODT (operational description template) matrix is finished and the team has discussed 

and analyzed the use case behaviors so everyone is satisfied, then all the functional requirements 

in the ODTs should be summarized in one table under each subsystem. This is called an 

objective-oriented view. In this stage different teams can be developed so they have their area of 

responsibility in each of the subsystems. 

Trace-derived requirements to originating requirements 

Somewhere in the designing process can it happens that a functional requirement must be 

changed. Therefore is it important to be able to go backwards and find the origin of it. To make 

this possible a table of the derived functional requirements has an additional column which shows 

where it derived from. The team should be on their guard if they find a derived functional 

requirement without any origin functional requirement [1] [4] 

4.5.3 Developing subsystems 

Architectural design of information systems based on structure analysis is a processed-oriented 

methodology that combines system analysis, design and prototyping. Several main parts in the 

methodology are included: 

Functional analysis and user-interface design 

The requirements of each subsystem are listed as tables separately according to the originating 

requirements and derived functional requirements of all the subsystems. This step helps to set a 

standard to check if each subsystem meets all the requirements. 

Database schema design 

In this step, benchmarking of EOL (end of life) component is developed and some technical 

requirements of improved parts are listed as well for designing new components of the 

subsystems. This step expands some technical, dimension and shape requirements, which makes 

the advanced requirements for some improved parts. In addition, the detailed information of 

advanced requirements is shown as the form of technical data or 3d drawings. 
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Structured 3D drawing 

Structured 3D-sketched drawing of each improved part vividly shows how it works under an 

emulation circumstance. [4] 

 

4.6 DFX 

This part includes three parts, design for quality and design for manufacturing and assembly, and 

design for environment. 

4.6.1 Design for quality 

Benchmarking 

Benchmarking is a business concept that is applied in the fields of strategic planning, marketing, 

restructuring and financial management with the idea of learning from the best. Benchmarking is 

a tool for competing, which make contributes to identifying the company or product’s strengths 

and weakness, and identifying the current and potential improvable space for the case product.  

[16] 

Benchmarking aims at identifying the advantages or superior points of competitor products to 

improve the product that has been working on, which is a method for comparing the similar 

products. [5] 

Several existing products that are similar to the case product will be carried out to compare with 

the case product at some features, which are relevant to the subsystems or functions that have 

been working with. These features are listed in a table for the comparison, which will be listed as 

customer focused objectives in the house of quality. 

House of quality 

Quality is becoming a vital element that will be taken into consideration when customers try to 

find a satisfied product. For short, risks need to be developed and reduced. 

Quality function development (QFD) is a method for quality planning and quality assurance. In 

this process, customer requirements are translated into technical requirements which are from 

voice of customer, the main problem needs to be solved is whether all the requirements from the 

customers can be realized. 
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The main QFD chart is called “House of Quality”; it is a matrix method to define the 

relationships between customer requirements and product characteristics. It summarizes essential 

relationships by gathering matrices that is related to the discussion between designers and 

engineers. 

The purpose of the house of quality technique is to develop goals for technical performance 

measures related to customer product objectives. In the house, the targets are the basement, and 

resources supported the targets are the other rooms.  

In this project, this step is to see whether the improved product is more competitive than a similar 

product selected from some competitor companies in comparison with the old one. [2] 

4.6.2 Design for manufacturing and assembly 

Design for Manufacturing and Assembly (DFMA) techniques are used to minimize product cost 

through design and process improvements. 

Design for assembly (DFA) is the method of design of the product for ease of assembly. 

Concerned only with reducing product assembly cost, we need to minimize number of assembly 

operations and individual parts tend to be more complex in design. DFA is a tool used to assist 

the design teams in the design of products that will transition to productions at a minimum cost, 

focusing on the number of parts, handling and ease of assembly. 

Design for manufacturing (DFM) is a method to reduce manufacturing costs when improving 

product quality. Manufacture cost is the key way to determine the economic success of a product. 

Concerned with reducing overall part production cost, we need to minimize complexity of 

manufacturing operations and use common datum features and primary axes. DFM is a tool used 

to select the most cost effective material and process to be used in the production in the early 

stages of product design.  

The goal of DFMA (Design for Manufacturing and Assembly) is to decrease the costs, then make 

the manufacture and assembly easier. Component, assembly and overhead are taken into 

consideration, and then try to find the parts that can be improved. Firstly, the team needs to 

understand the manufacture and assembly process. Second, the team tries to find the problems 

and possible solutions from different aspects. For example, labor cost is an essential part in this 

process, the common solution is to reduce the manufacturing or assembly time, and it means 
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worker can produce more machines in the same time. In addition, the team tried to think in the 

long term, if the assembly costs a little bit more time to get a more stable and safe condition, the 

risk of maintenance will be reduced, in other words, it makes a great contribution to the future. [4] 

4.6.3 Design for environment 

Design for the Environment (DFE) is a global movement that targets design initiatives and 

incorporating environmental motives to improve product design in order to minimize health and 

environmental impacts. Its strategy aims to improve technology and design tactics to expand the 

scope of products. And its key is to minimize the environmental economic cost to consumers. [6] 

Goals in DFE process are firstly promoting green, clean and recognizing safer consumer and 

institutional products labelled safer product, secondly defining best practices in areas that range 

from refinishing automatically to nail salon safety, and thirdly identifying safer chemicals, 

including life cycle considerations through alternatives assessment. [6] 

Concepts in DFE process: 

Design for environmental processing and manufacturing 

The types of processing and manufacturing are factors that shall be taken into consideration 

whether the environment will be polluted or not during assembly and dis assembly. 

Design for environmental packaging 

It is very important to think about using what kind of material to package the product, because 

the consumers may throw them away without consciousness. 

Design for disposal or reuse 

It is most vital to use environmentally friendly materials on the product for recycling easily. It 

can save a lot of money, time and human resources. 

Design for energy efficiency 

The product shall be designed to be maximally effective and efficient without wasting any 

avoidable loss of inputting energy. [11] 

 

4.7 Prototyping 

Building and testing prototypes is an essential part in the process of product development, it 

makes an approximation of the product, which exhibits at least one aspect of the product. 
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Prototypes are usually classified by two dimensions. The first one is the degree to the prototype 

that is physical or analytical. Physical prototypes use real artifacts to test the product, for example, 

building a model which looks like the product. For the analytical prototypes, relevant aspects of 

product are analyzed rather than built, for example, computer models of 3D software, computer 

simulation and systems of equations encoded. The second one is the degree to which a prototype 

is comprehensive or focused. Comprehensive prototypes are implemented to the most attributes 

of the product; however, the focused prototypes implement one or a few attributes of the product. 

Prototypes can be used for learning, communication, integration and milestones, although all the 

prototypes can achieve these goals. [4] 

In this project, the prototyping is analytical because of the difficulty to build a real model, so the 

team decided to use 3D drawings to show the result of analysis. The position of three boards 

(mother board, controller board, driver board) inside the monitor was discussed to make the 

inside space be used effectively by showing the cross-section view. The improved product 

drawings were illustrated as well to help the analysis. [4] 

 

4.8 Verifying Requirements and Validating Design 

Verification and validation are individual procedures used together for checking if a product, 

service, or system meets the requirements and specifications or fulfills its intended purpose. [7] 

Validating the design is the assurance that a product, service, or system meets the needs of the 

users and the company with acceptance and suitability of external customers. While verifying the 

requirements is the evaluation of whether or not a product, service, or system complies with a 

regulation, requirement, specification, or imposed condition with an internal process. [8] 

There are two parts in this chapter, which are conducting design reviews and developing a test 

plan. 

4.8.1 Conducting design reviews 

Conducting design reviews is one of the most useful ways to validate a design. Design reviews 

are separated into two parts, which are customer design review and internal design review. The 

former one is a speech to a team of people are responsible for the important customers and users 
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of the product or service. And the latter one is a speech to those who have abundant knowledge of 

design, engineering or operating skills that are relevant to the project. 

The aim of the customer review is to guarantee that the product or service can be constructed and 

will satisfy the customers and the users. It is a chance to catch new requirements that will be 

behavioral requirements and correct the old ones. 

The aim of the internal design review is to guarantee that the product or service can be 

constructed and will satisfy the design organization. It is a chance to catch external requirements 

that will be non-behavioral requirements of the experience. 

A valid requirement has such characteristics as correcting, clearing and précising, unambiguous, 

completing, objective, verifiable and consistent. [1] 

4.8.2 Developing a test plan 

Developing test plan includes identifying the behavioral test sequences, developing the 

behavioral test methodology, and mapping test activities to system requirements. 

Identify Behavioral Test Sequence in the Test Plan 

Behavioral requirements are functions that the system must perform. The team builds test 

sequences from the operational description templates (ODTs), which has something to do with 

the data that will help the test engineer. 

Develop the Behavioral Test Methodology 

Behavioral test methodology shall be built for each of the subsystem brainstormed for the 

requirements in the beginning. A typical test plan includes test process and a brief introduction of 

the required equipment and entry and exit condition for each test. There are four main ways to 

verify a requirement, which are analysis, inspection, demonstration and physical test. 

Map the Test Activities to System Requirements 

It is helpful to map the test activities to system requirements by building verification cross-

reference matrix (VCRM) to check whether a test plan is accomplished or not. All the test 

procedures are listed in the leftmost column, and all the originating requirements are listed in the 

topmost row. Symbol”X” is typically used as mark to see whether they are relevant or not. [1] 
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4.8.3 Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) 

Failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) is a formal analysis method to estimate the related risks 

and identify the possible failure. In other words, the main purpose of this way is to avoid or 

reduce risk. FMEA includes the direct analysis of failure and their results and causes; this way is 

usually used when a new product is developed. 

The FMEA chart is used during analysis the failure. This chart includes the following steps of 

FMEA: 

Assess the Potential Impact of Each Failure Mode 

Thinking about the failure and considering what negative outcomes could be relevant to this 

failure. Three levels of negative outcomes are local, system and mission. The aim of FMEA is to 

find the problems as soon as possible and correct them. 

Brainstorm Possible Causes for Each Failure Mode 

Recognizing and listing possible causes for each failure mode and thinking about the reasons. 

There are four aspects to consider: man—human error, machine—hardware error, method—

software error, and material—wrong calculation. 

Suggest Corrective Actions for Each Possible Cause 

Corrective action is built to decrease the possibility of the negative outcome. For considering the 

timing of the corrective action, there are three of it, which is design, manufacturing process and 

operation. 

Rate the Severity of the Potential Impact 

It is required to estimate the severity of the negative outcome apart from the tendency of its 

happening. So boundaries are needed to get limitation. Different scale of project has different 

extent of risk. Table 4.1 shows the standard about how to rate the severity of failure. 
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Table 4.1 Definition of “Severity” Scale = Likely Impact of Failure [18] 

 

Rate the Occurrence of Each Possible Cause 

In this step, a rating system is constructed to estimate the tendency of incidence rate of a possible 

cause. From 1 to 10, it’s the degree from extremely low probability to extremely high probability. 

Table 4.2 shows the standard about how to rate the occurrence of failure. 

Table 4.2 Definition of “Occurrence” Scale = Frequency of failure [18] 
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Rate the Likelihood of detecting the failure 

This step is to detect the likelihood of failure. From 1 to 10, it’s the degree from easy detection to 

hard detection. According to the failure modes listed, they are rated with different scores. Table 

4.3 shows the standard about how to rate the likelihood of detecting the failure. 

Table 4.3 Definition of “Detection” Scale = Ability to Detect failure [18] 

 

Risk analysis of each component 

Every potential risk hidden behind each component shall be taken into consideration about failure 

modes and potential cause of risky components and current process controls. 

Risk assessment 

Probability of occurrence of failure (Occ.), Severity of failure (Sev.) and Likelihood of detecting 

the failure (Det.) are three factors that shall be assessed for calculating risk priority number (RPN) 

The equation is: RPN = Severity of failure x Probability of occurrence of failure x likelihood of detecting 

the failure. [1][3] 
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5. Applications 

5.1 Defining the Problem 

This chapter includes two steps: define the project and define the context. Both of them help to 

define the problem and make preparations for later chapters. 

5.1.1 Define the Project 

LVI, Low Vision International, is offering a great number of products and solutions for people 

with bad vision. Their products are used both in homes, at workplaces and in schools. The users 

of their products do not necessarily have bad eye diseases. They can have everything from vision 

changes, because of high age, to be completely blind. All development and manufacturing of LVI 

products, is located in Växjö, Sweden.   

In this project, the product that needs to be improved named as “MagniLink TTS”. This product 

was developed during 2011, it is a reading machine based on a regular CCTV with an external 

module that incorporates a computer board. The basic function is to offer “text-to-speech” 

functionality to the low vision user by taking a snapshot on the text document underneath the 

camera and the software uses OCR functionality to recognize the text and show that on a built in 

screen with sound feedback. 

 

Figure 5.1 Sketch of MagniLink TTS 
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After the visit on the LVI Company a design mission is assigned on “MagniLink TTS”. This 

design mission is created from a customer study that LVI has performed.  

In this degree work the goal is to improve and also select a new computer board that could be 

placed into the screen module instead and the system could be controlled by an external control 

box. 

 

Figure 5.2 Functions of buttons 

A new mother board needs to find, because the former provider did not manufacture it anymore 

and the cost is too expensive. The requirements of the new one include four internal USB ports, 

mSATA support, HDMI or DVI interface, size of PICO ITX or Nano ITX or 3.5, 12V power 

supply, Speaker out, no fan and 100USD budget for the main board and 15USD budget for each 

extra feature which including SATA power cable, heat spreader and heat sink. 

According to the customers’ comment, some other parts need to be improved. 

Firstly, the speaker placed in the side of the machine (red circle in Fig 5.2) needs to be closer to 

get the voice louder.  

Secondly, especially for the old people, the button (blue circle in Fig 5.2) includes the two 

functions, volume and speech rate; often make them confused, so the external control box needs 

to be designed to remove the sound function from the computer board.  

Furthermore, a larger screen needs to be improved to make the whole page be shown in the 
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screen. 

Naming the problem or the project is very important. LVI already had a name for this 

development problem that was given during the visit and the name was decided to be the same as 

the given one: product improvement of existing reading machine systems “MagniLink TTS”. 

 

5.1.2 Defining the Context 

LVI Company has provided a lot of information about this kind of product they are producing 

and selling. 

The reading machine shown in Fig 5.3 is called MagniLink TTS. Today’s MagniLink TTS can 

scan A4 documents as a maximum size, show the texts on the touch screen and read for the users 

when the users click the words on the monitor lightly. The users can adjust the speaker volume 

within a small range and the reading speed by turning the came button. The color of the text 

background can also be changed. And the menu will show up when blank part is clicked on the 

screen. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 MagniLink TTS 

To get a clearer view of the relationship between the entities, a table and a figure are developed. 
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Table 5.1 Context matrix for the reading machine 

 Company User Product Furniture Document 

Company  Provides Buys   

User   Operates  Supplies 

Product     Scans 

Furniture   Supports   

Document      

Table 5.1 shows the relationship between the entities. The company which stands for the 

hospitals buys the product that is the reading machine MagniLink TTS and provides to the user 

which is the people with visual disabilities. The user operates the product and supplies the 

documents to it. The product scans the document. The furniture is a place where the product is 

put on. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Context diagram for the reading machine 

Fig 5.4 shows the same relationship between the entities as Table 5.4 in a diagram way. 

  

Company Furniture 

User Document 

Product 
Scans 

Supports Buys 

Provides 

Supplies 

Operates 
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5.2 Identifying Customer Needs 

This chapter includes two parts: Voice of the Customer and defining functional requirements. It 

makes all requirements more detailed and technical to get the user cases. Then develop the vital 

cases for functional requirements. At last, compute the importance of relative requirements to 

make preparation for further improvement.  

5.2.1 Voice of the Customer 

The customer comments are always greatly helpful for the improvement of a particular product. 

In this project, the collection of customer comments, including the feedback from the customer 

and requirements from company, were given when visiting LVI Company. The details of all the 

comments can be seen in the Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 Customer comments for the product 

Customer comments 

A new mother board needs to be found. 

It will be better if the new mother board has a smaller size. 

The budget of new mother board is around $100. 

The location of the speaker can be closer to the user. 

The volume of speak should be louder. 

A4 paper is not enough; the machine should scan papers of bigger size. 

It often makes customers confused because one button has two functions. 

The system could be controlled by an external panel. 

Some function of sound and scan need to be moved from monitor to external box. 

External box should be easy to understand how to operate. 

There will be a new vision of the panel on the monitor. 
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The next step is to restate the comments, and then the work continues with the identifying 

requirements that will have the greatest impact. Current needs are expanded to understand the 

customer needs more deeply. In Table 5.3, the restated requirements are put into the left column. 

The right column includes the more detailed requirements, it means the specific requirements 

have been carried out, and the parts need to be improved are also clarified. The most important 

things are to select customer comment from the company received by the users and consumers 

and derive more needs of the exciting quality variety for the future. 

The requirements are organized and listed in detail in the following table to show how the 

product can be improved concretely. 

Table 5.3 Voice of the customer 

Voice of the customer 

Make the product much more portable Make the mother board put into the monitor 

Make the speaker much louder Make the speaker much closer to the user 

Make it a much wider range of volume 

Make the product be able to scan A3 Make it be able to move the screen 

Make it be able to lock the screen 

Make the buttons much clearer Make one button for one function 

Make the product much easier to operate Make an external panel 

Make the product have a brand new 

mother board 

Make the mother board cost within the budget 

Make the mother board meet the needs of company 
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5.2.2 Defining Functional Requirements 

In this chapter, the first step is to collect use cases on how the system will be used. This step will 

be used later to find out the functional requirements. Table 5.4 shows the collected use cases 

according to the customer comments. All the collected use cases will be rated with a grade 

of ”high”, “medium”, or “low” in terms of its importance. 

Table 5.4 Collected and prioritized user cases 

Prioritized use cases Priority 

User stores the product L 

User listens to the product H 

User scans the documents into the product H 

User changes volume and speed separately H 

User uses the external panel H 

After collecting the use cases, the second step will be started; all the cases will be rated in terms 

of its importance, as you can see in Table 5.4, four use cases with the priority “High” because of 

the importance in the facts of functional requirements. The case “User stores it” is given a low 

priority because the product is designed to use at home, there is a small chance of storing the 

machine. In Appendix 1, behavioral descriptions of all the use cases with a high priority are 

developed. 

And the third step is to describe the use case behaviors in detail. All the use cases with a high 

priority are developed in Appendix 1. It helps get a better understanding by expounding these use 

cases, some behaviors of the product can be used later as functional requirements in the design 

process. 
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Table 5.5 Originating requirements 

Index Originating Requirements Abstract Function Name 

OR. 1 The product shall read the text 

for the user with a loud and 

clear speaker facing to the 

user 

Closer speaker 

OR. 2 The product shall allow the 

screen to be unlocked 

Unlock screen 

OR. 3 The product shall allow the 

screen to move 

Move Screen 

OR. 4 The product shall allow the 

screen to be locked 

Lock screen 

OR. 5 The product shall scan the 

document. 

Scan document 

OR. 6 The product shall turn up the 

speaker 

Turn up 

OR. 7 The product shall turn off the 

speaker 

Turn down 

OR. 8 The product shall speed up 

reading the text 

Speed up 

OR. 9 The product shall slow down 

reading the text 

Slow down 

OR. 10 The product shall be 

controlled by the external 

panel 

Controlled 

OR. 11 The product shall be back to 

be operated by using the 

buttons on the monitor 

Uncontrolled 

From all the behaviors description analyses of use cases, all the functional requirements have 

been  summarized  in the Table 5.5, named as originating requirements. These originating 

requirements will be used later, so the requirements are given an index in the form of “OR.X”, it 

will be easy to trace some specific requirements when back to the originating requirements. And 

the abstract function name also helps to find the requirements. 
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Table 5.6 Computing relative priorities of product objectives 

1 Make the 

product 

much more 

portable 

Make the speaker much 

louder 

Make the product 

be able to scan A3 

Make the 

buttons 

much 

clearer 

Make the 

product 

much easier 

to operate 

Make the product have 

a brand new mother 

board 

2 0.05 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.15 0.3 

3 Make the 

mother board 

put into the 

monitor 

Make the 

speaker 

much closer 

to the user 

Make the 

speaker has 

a much 

wider range 

of volume 

Make 

the 

screen 

be able 

to 

move 

Make the 

screen be 

able to be 

locked 

Make one 

button for 

one 

function 

Make an 

external 

panel 

Make the 

mother 

board cost 

within the 

budget 

Make the 

mother 

board meets 

the needs of 

company 

4 1         

5  0.5 0.5       

6    0.5 0.5     

7      1    

8       1   

9        0.33 0.67 

Formula 0.05*1 0.2*0.5 0.2*0.5 0.2*0.5 0.2*0.5 0.1*1 0.15*1 0.3*0.33 0.3*0.67 

Round 

result 

0.05 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.15 0.1 0.2 

According to the voice of customer table, the relative priorities of product objectives are computed in terms of their importance. The 

“the mother board meets the needs of company” occupies the most, because the mother board is the soul of the product. The machine 

cannot work without its heart. And the old one is an EOL part. So it is vital to find a new and proper one for the product. The other 

comments from the customer weigh the same to the machine to make it a user-friendly product. Since it is a domestic machine, it is 

less important to make it more portable.
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Table 5.7 Relative priorities and ranking of product objectives 

Product objectives Relative priority Rank 

Make the mother board meet the needs of company 0.2 1 

Make an external panel 0.15 2 

Make one button for one function 0.1 3 

Make the screen be able to move 0.1 3 

Make the screen be able to be locked 0.1 3 

Make the speaker has a much wider range of volume 0.1 3 

Make the speaker much closer to the user 0.1 3 

Make the mother cost within the budget 0.1 3 

Make the mother board put into the monitor 0.05 9 

From last table, the functions are ranked according to the point they get. The requirements of the 

mother board from the company win the top one. The external panel from customer comment 

ranks NO. 2. The other customer comments get the same ranking. And making the mother board 

put into the monitor becomes the last one. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Pie chart over the relative priorities 

To make it clearer, a pie chart of relative priorities is made. Each color stands for one function. 

Relative Priorities 

Make the mother board meet the
needs of company
Make the screen be able to move

Make one button for one function

Make an external panel

Make the speaker has a much
wider range of volume
Make the speaker much closer to
the user
Make the mother cost within the
budget
Make the mother board put into
the monitor
Make the screen be able to be
locked
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5.3 Conceptual Design 

In this chapter, first step is to establish function structure, and then start the brainstorming for 

each function. Next is to explore the concepts to get some original design. The forming process 

of concepts and the sketches are included in. 

5.3.1 Constructing function structure 

Figure 5.6 shows a flow of function. Documents of A3 or A4 size of paper are the input materials 

for the reading machine. And electric power is the input energy for it. The system consists of 

functions which will be detailed in the figure 5.7. Amplified texts or pictures and read texts are 

the outputs of the reading machine. 

 

Figure 5.6 Function flows 

Figure 5.7 shows a tree diagram of function structure. The reading machine MagniLink TTS is 

expanded to the originating requirements from Table 5.5. Each originating requirement is 

relevant to some components, or some originating requirements are relevant to one component. 

And every component actually takes actions to realize some functions. And all the functions are 

given abstract name for further use. For example, the first requirement “The product shall read 

the text for the user with a louder and clear speaker facing to the user” has something to do with 

the speaker. And the speaker could be change for its position, appearance, power, amount, etc. 

Therefore, for a louder and clear speaker, its position and power are improved. The abstract 

names are given as “A closer speaker” and “A speaker with wider range of volume”, which are 

collected into the functions of the product. 

Documents(A3 
or A4 paper) 

Electric power 

Reading 
machine 

(MagniLink 
TTS) 

Amplified texts 
or pictures 

read texts 
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Figure 5.7 Function structure 

Text-to-speech 

Read the text 

Read the text aloud 

Read the text clearly 

Lock the height of 
the screen 

Lockable way for the 
height of screen 

Unlock the height of 
the screen 

Adjust the height of 
the screen 

Adjustable way for 
the height of screen 

Scan the document 

Scan A4 

Lockable way for the 
height of camera 

Adjustable way for 
the height of 

camera 

Scan A3 

Lockable way for the 
height of camera 

Adjustable way for 
the height of 

camera 

Turn up the volume 

Turn down the 
volume 

One button for one 
function 

Speed up the 
speech speed 

Slow down the 
speech speed 

Connect with the 
external panel 

Disconnect to the 
external panel 

Connection way 
between machine 
and external panel 
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Figure 5.8 shows the function classification. Because the screen and the camera are all on the 

monitor, changing the height of screen and changing the height of camera have the both meaning 

of changing the height of monitor. “Lockable way for the height of screen” and “Lockable way 

for the height of camera” are combined into “Lockable supporting leg”. “Adjustable way for the 

height of screen” and “Adjustable way for the height of camera” are combined into “Adjustable 

supporting leg”. “Read the text aloud” and “Read the text clearly” have something to do with the 

speaker. “A closer speaker” or “A speaker with wider range of volume” is taken into 

consideration. “One button for one function” and “Connection way between machine and 

external panel” keep the same. “More space inside the monitor” is to satisfy the requirement of 

finding new motherboard. 

 

Figure 5.8 Function classification diagram 

  

MagniLink TTS (Text-to-speech) 

Lockable supporting leg 
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way for the 
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text clearly 

One button 
for one 
function 
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More 
space 
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5.3.2 Brainstorming 

All the solutions in the brainstorming are collected in Table 5.8; it makes the solutions of each 

function more clear. As many as possible solutions are taken into consideration, and the solutions 

include many fields, electricity, mechanism, chemistry and so on, it means plenty of methods can 

be chosen to develop the concept later on. 

Some analogies were used in the brainstorming. For example, the solutions of “a speaker with 

wider range of volume” were found on the articles, which used direct analogy. “one button for 

one function” used personal analogy, these three ideas is created by the team, in addition, three 

ideas were send to the company as a form of hand drawing, which belongs to a way of symbolic 

analogy. “Magic” was used to solve “the connection way between monitor and external box”, it is 

an impossible wish obviously, which belongs to fantasy analogy. 

Table 5.8 Generate concept fragments for each function 

A closer 

speaker 

A speaker 

with wider 

range of 

volume 

More 

space in 

the 

monitor 

The 

connection 

way 

between 

monitor and 

external box 

One button 

for one 

function 

Moveable 

screen 

Lockable 

screen 

Make it 

face to the 

user 

Lower 

resistance 

Bigger 

screen 

Blue tooth Spin 

buttons 

with image 

Track Spring 

and ball 

Make it in 

the 

external 

panel 

More speakers Smaller 

mother 

board 

Cable Common 

separate 

buttons 

with image 

Gear Magnet 

 More 

concentrated  

reseau 

 Wi-Fi Artistic 

separate 

buttons 

with image 

Electrical 

power 

Glue 

   Infrared ray  Human 

power 

Pin 

   Magic    
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5.3.3 Explore Concepts 

Everything is possible in the brainstorming, however, not all the solutions are suitable to settle 

the problem, and something needs to be taken into consideration, like budget, environment, 

complexity, feasibility and so on. After considering all the elements, feasible solutions can be 

expanded and other solutions will be pruned. 

Table 5.9 Organize concept fragments function 1 

A closer speaker 

Mechanical 

Make it face to the user 

Make it in the external panel 

Note: 

These two choices are useful and easy to work; both of them will be kept to develop. 

 

Table 5.10 Organize concept fragments function 2 

A speaker with wider range of volume 

Electric Mechanical 

Lower resistance More speakers 

 More concentrated  reseau 

Note:  

1) Low resistance is a great way to get a wider range of volume, and it is simple and practical. 

2) More speakers will increase the budget; however, it is still a good way to achieve the goal. 

3) More concentrated reseau can do harm to the material, it will be pruned. 

 

Table 5.11 Organize concept fragments function3 

More space in the monitor 

Mechanical 

Bigger screen 

Smaller mother board 

Note: 

To make the mother board fit the screen, there are two choices, and both of them are kept to 

develop the concepts. 
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Table 5.12 Organize concept fragments function 4 

The connection way between monitor and external box 

Wireless Electrical 

Blue tooth Cable 

Wi-Fi  

Infrared ray  

Magic  

Note: 

1) Blue tooth, cable and Wi-Fi are cheap and easy to operate. 

2) Magic is not realistic. 

3) Infrared ray is more suitable to the long-distance control; the product is short-distance control 

that is why it was pruned. 

 

Table 5.13 Organize concept fragments function 5 

One button for one function 

Mechanical 

Spin buttons with image 

Common separate buttons with image 

Artistic separate buttons with image 

Note: 

1) All the choices make each button have the image. So all of them will be expanded. It makes a 

better understanding with the function of each button. 

2) Spin buttons mean that one button has two directions (left and right), and each direction has a 

function. 

3) Common separate buttons mean that one number has one function, however, the appearance 

maybe too common. 

4) Artistic separate buttons mean one button for just one function, but it owns unique 

appearance. 
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Table 5.14 Organize concept fragments function 6 

Moveable screen 

Mechanical Electric Human 

Track Electrical power Human power 

Gear   

Note: 

1) Track and gear is cheap and easy to operate, both of them are worth expending. 

2) Electrical power is not the relative subjects that are familiar, for the perfect design, it is 

pruned. 

3) It is an automated product that is why human power is pruned 

 

Table 5.15 Organize concept fragments function 7 

Lockable screen 

Mechanical Chemical Magneto metric 

Spring and ball Glue Magnet 

Pin   

Note: 

1) Spring, pin and magnet are feasible, cheap and easy to operate. 

2) Glue water is also cheap; however, it is unpractical and harmful to the material. 

After visiting the company, some suggestions of combining and deciding the final three concepts 

are got. Taking all the factors into consideration, three best concepts are chosen for further 

development. 
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Table 5.16 Combining concept fragments 

Function Concept1 Concept2 Concept3 

A closer speaker Make the speaker face 

to the user 

Make the speaker face 

to the user 

Make the speaker in 

the external panel 

A speaker with 

wider range of 

volume 

More speakers Lower resistance Lower resistance 

More space in the 

monitor 

Bigger screen Smaller mother board Smaller mother board 

The connection way 

between monitor and 

external box 

Wi-Fi Cable Blue tooth 

One button for one 

function 

Common separate 

buttons with image 

 

Artistic separate 

buttons with image 

Spin buttons with 

image 

Moveable screen Gear  Track Track 

Lockable screen Pin Spring and ball Magnet 

Three concepts are developed according to Table 5.16, the details of each part can be seen clearly 

in the next six figures. Considering the complexity of the monitor support, another figure is 

decided to be made for better explanation and understanding. Because of the removed buttons, 

the panel in the monitor needs to be improved, the new vision of panel can be seen in the 

following figures, it is not the main requirement of this project, so the new panel of three 

concepts are the same and the explanation is not included in the next documents. These concepts 

are given a name according to the feature of support and external box, because these two parts are 

very important to this project. 
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Figure 5.9 Concept1 “Pin lock and Wi-Fi”-monitor 

Fig 5.9 shows the first solution to the product. The monitor of reading machine has the bigger 

size of screen for more inner space. For the requirements of louder voice, the speaker is moved in 

the front of the machine, instead of on side of it. Increasing the number of speaker is also a good 

way for the wider voice range. The external control box is a new part for this product, it is a 

square box and the size will be designed to fit the normal size of the hand, however, there are 

some differences between three concepts. In concept 1, Wi-Fi is chosen to connection way 

between box and monitor, and for the buttons removed from the monitor, as you can see, there is 

a distance between each two buttons, the image is used to make every function clearer. This 

concept is called as “Pin lock and Wi-Fi”. 
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Figure 5.10 Concept1 “Pin lock and Wi-Fi”-supporting leg 

In concept1, the monitor holder is a threaded pole which is like a gear. Different height of the 

monitor is set for camera to take different size of paper. Then turn the turning button on the top to 

make the monitor move up and down, and tighten the turning button which is like a moveable pin 

on the back to lock the monitor. 
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Figure 5.11 Concept2 “Spring-ball lock and cable”-monitor 

The second concept is illustrated in Fig 5.11. The location of speaker is removed in the front of 

the monitor, it is the same as concept 1, but increase the number is not be tried again, in this time, 

decreasing the resistance of speaker is chosen to make it more powerful, then the wider range of 

voice will be got. For enough inner space in monitor, unlike the first concept, a smaller mother 

board is considered to achieve the same purpose. In this concept, an USB interface is added in the 

side of the monitor for the connection between external control box and monitor. There is a new 

looking of control box, all the buttons are put together, it looks like one button but actually they 

are set separately. This concept is named as “Spring-ball lock and cable”. 
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Figure 5.12 Concept2 “Spring-ball lock and cable”-supporting leg 

In concept2, the monitor holder is pole with holes and track on it. Different height of the monitor 

is set for camera to take different size of paper. When pressing the soft button on the back, the 

button will push the ball, and the ball will leave from the hole, so the monitor can move up and 

down along its track. When leaving the button, the ball will be rebounded by the spring and go 

back to the hole, so the monitor is locked. 
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Figure 5.13 Concept3 “Magnet lock and Bluetooth”-monitor 

The third concept is shown in Fig 5.13. The speaker is removed from monitor into the side of the 

external control box, it is different from the other two concepts, but the lower resistance is also 

used to get wider voice range. Smaller mother board is also used to get more inner space in this 

concept. For the connection between external box and monitor, another wireless way is decided – 

Bluetooth. There is also a smaller difference for the appearance of buttons in the external box. 

Spin buttons are designed for the function of volume and speed rate, and scan function is still an 

individual button. This concept is named as “Magnet lock and Bluetooth”. 
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Figure 5.14 Concept3 “Magnet lock and Bluetooth”-supporting leg 

In concept3, the monitor holder is pole with magnet and track on it. Different height of the 

monitor is set for camera to take different size of paper. The monitor can move up and down 

along the track and be locked by putting a magnet in the groove on the back of the holder. 

However, it is not a possible way to solve the problem that moving and locking the monitor, 

because the magnet has its life and the monitor is too heavy for the magnet to attract. 
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5.4 Concept Scoring and Selection 

The goal of this chapter is to select the final concept from the three concepts in last chapter. The 

process includes performing screening of alternatives, weighting attributes, scoring concepts and 

selecting concept. 

5.4.1 Performing screening of alternatives 

Table 5.17 System attributes 

Goals Attribute name 

Make the mother board put into the monitor Storability 

Make the speaker much closer to the user User-friendly speaker 

Make it a much wider range of volume User-friendly volume 

Make it be able to move the screen Movable screen 

Make it be able to lock the screen Lockable screen 

Make one button for one function User-friendly button 

Make an external panel Versatile usage 

Make the mother cost within the budget Budget 

Make the mother board meet the needs of 

company 

EOL mother board 

The voice of customer  is set as the goal of project, which are summarized from customer 

comment and the requirements from the company, and each of them has an attribute name for 

short. For example, the first goal is “Make the mother board put into the monitor”, so taking the 

size into consideration, it is named as “storability”, because when putting the mother board into 

the monitor, smaller space the machine will occupy,and  more storable the machine will be. The 

rest goals are also given names for thinking about which function the machine shall have. 

 

5.4.2 Weighting the attributes 

To get better understanding with the attributes of three concepts, a scale 1 to 5 is used to rate 

them. Number 1 stands for that it is much worse than the reference concept. Number 5 means 

much better than the reference concept. Concept “pin lock and Wi-Fi” is chosen as the reference 

concept to rate other concepts. This method makes it easy to weight each attribute, and it will be 

a great help to find the final concept. 
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Table 5.18 Concept screening matrix 

Attribute name Pin lock and Wi-Fi 

(Reference concept) 

Spring-ball lock and 

cable 

Magnet lock and 

Bluetooth 

Storability 3 5 5 

User-friendly speaker 3 5 2 

User-friendly volume 3 4 4 

Movable screen 3 4 4 

Lockable screen 3 3 1 

User-friendly button 3 3 3 

Versatile usage 3 5 3 

Budget 3 3 3 

EOL mother board 3 4 4 

Total score 27 36 29 

The reference concept is rated with 3 on all attributes; the other two concepts will be given higher 

if it is better than the reference or lower if it is worse or the same. 

For example, for storability, other two concepts get higher scores, they choose the smaller mother 

board rather than bigger screen, which avoids the great modification of monitor, and it saves time 

and cost to some degrees. For user-friendly button, all designs for buttons are easy to understand 

how to operate, what makes them different is their appearance, so the same scores with the 

reference are rated. 

 

5.4.3 Scoring the concepts 

From Table 5.6, the weighs for different product objectives are got. Next step is to multiple the 

weights with the ratings which are listed in Table 5.18. This step plays an essential role in the 

concept selection, it makes the dimensions for each concept more accurate. It makes a big 

difference because the added column “weight”, it is possible to get higher final score with lower 

screening score in last step because of the higher weight, and vice versa.  
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Table 5.19 Concept Scoring 

Attribute 

name 

Weight Pin lock and Wi-Fi Spring-ball lock 

and Cable 

Magnet lock and 

Bluetooth 

  Rating Weighted 

score 

Rating Weighted 

score 

Rating Weighted 

score 

Storability 0.05 3 0.15 5 0.25 5 0.25 

User-

friendly 

speaker 

0.1 3 0.3 5 0.5 2 0.2 

User-

friendly 

volume 

0.1 3 0.3 4 0.4 4 0.4 

Movable 

screen 

0.1 3 0.3 4 0.4 4 0.4 

Lockable 

screen 

0.1 3 0.3 3 0.3 1 0.1 

User-

friendly 

button 

0.1 3 0.3 3 0.3 3 0.3 

Versatile 

usage 

0.15 3 0.45 5 0.75 3 0.45 

Budget 0.1 3 0.3 3 0.3 3 0.3 

EOL mother 

board 

0.2 3 0.6 4 0.8 4 0.8 

Total score   3  4  3.2 

Rank   3  1  2 

Continue?   No  Develop  No 

 

5.4.4 Selecting the concept 

The result of selecting final concept has been shown in Table 5.19, “Spring-ball lock and Cable” 

gets the highest score, and it is artistic and easy to operate, this is the reason that this concept is 

decided to be developed continually. In next chapter, each part of the final concept will be shown 

in the form of 3D drawings. Figure 5.15 is a general view of selected concept, and concrete 

drawings will be shown in the chapter prototyping. 
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Figure 5.15 Final concept 
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5.5 Product Architecture 

This chapter is used to analyze the subsystems of the final concept selected in last chapter. The 

sketches and detailed functions of each subsystem are included in.  

5.5.1 Defining the subsystems 

After the final concept is selected, it is time to define the subsystems. The reading machine 

“MagniLink TTS” is broken down into three main parts that have been working with. The three 

main parts are the monitor, the monitor holder and the external panel which is a totally new 

component for this product. The monitor is broken down into three parts which are the mother 

board, the speaker and the button panel. There is only one part included in the monitor has to be 

improved, that is the supporting leg. All the refined components are collected as subsystems of 

the reading machine for further use. 

 

Figure 5.16 improved components of product 

5.5.2 Identify subsystem requirements 

The operational description template is built with the operator and the subsystems as the headings 

of each column. Then the functional requirements are filled in position under which subsystem it 

stimulate. One operational description template is made for each of the use cases created in first 

MagniLink 
TTS 

Monitor 

Mother 
board 

Speaker 

Button 
panel 

Monitor 
holder 

Supporting 
leg 

External 
panel 
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step of the product improvement process. It gets clearer how the connection between the 

subsystems and the wanted behavior works.  

Table 5.20 Operational description template (ODT) 

Operator Mother 

board 

Speaker Button panel External panel Supporting leg 

Turns the 

machine on 

     

Information 

event (“start”) 

     

Puts the 

document on 

the file plate 

     

Information 

event 

(“document in 

position”) 

     

Connects the 

external panel 

with the 

monitor 

     

Energy 

transfer 

(“energy in”) 

     

    Shall be 

connected with 

the monitor 

 

Unlocks the 

supporting leg 

     

     Shall be 

unlocked 

     Information 

event (“unlock 

supporting leg ”) 

Adjusts the 

height of the 

monitor to 

decide what 

size of 

document will 
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be scanned 

     Shall be placed 

up or down 

Locks the 

supporting leg 

of monitor 

holder 

     

     Shall be locked 

     Information 

event (“lock 

supporting leg”) 

Presses the 

scanning 

button 

     

Information 

event (“scan”) 

     

   Shall be 

pressed 

  

   Information 

event (“press 

button panel”) 

  

Presses the 

reading 

button 

     

Information 

event (“text to 

speech”) 

     

   Shall be 

pressed 

  

   Information 

event (“press 

button panel”) 

  

  Shall make 

voice 

   

Unconnects 

the external 

panel with the 

monitor 

     

Energy 

transfer 

(“energy 

out”) 
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    Shall be 

unconnected 

with the monitor 

 

Takes the 

document 

away 

     

Turns 

machine off  

     

Information 

event (“stop”) 

     

Table 5.20 shows the process of the operation of machine, in the beginning, the machine is off; it 

starts when the operator turns it on, then all the subsystems are connected by electricity. 

Document is put on the file plate, the size of paper will decide the movement of supporting leg, if 

the paper is A4, the supporting leg is no need to be moved, if the paper is A3, the operator needs 

to place the supporting leg up and spring and ball will lock it to keep the stability of machine. 

Next, operator presses the scanning button on external panel to scan the document, and then the 

document will be shown on the screen, operator can change the volume, lightness, reading mode 

or other functions by using monitor panel and external panel. 
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Table 5.21 Traces to originating requirements 

System Subsystems 

Mother board Speaker Button panel External panel Supporting leg 

Originating 

requirements 

Shall be within 

the budget 

Shall be 

loud and 

clear 

Shall turn up 

the speaker 

Shall control the 

system 

Shall allow the 

screen to be 

unlocked 

Shall meet the 

requirements of 

the company 

Shall 

face to 

the user 

Shall turn 

down the 

speaker 

Shall 

uncontrolled the 

system 

Shall allow the 

screen to move 

  Shall speed 

up reading 

the text 

 Shall allow the 

screen to be 

locked 

  Shall slow 

down reading 

the text 

  

Derived 

functional 

requirements 

 Shall 

make 

voice 

 Shall be 

connected with 

the monitor 

Shall be 

unlocked 

   Shall be 

unconnected 

from the 

monitor 

Shall be placed 

up or down 

    Shall be locked 

Table 5.21 shows all the requirements of each component; it includes derived functional 

requirements needed in the process of operation (see Table 5.20) and originating requirements 

which are analyzed in former chapter. It is essential to trace the original requirements to check 

the components separately in next steps. 

5.5.3 Developing subsystems  

Mother board 

Table 5.22 Requirements of mother board 

Mother board 

Shall be within the budget($100) 

Shall meet the requirements of the company in detail 
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Table 5.23 Benchmarking of mother board 

Brand VIA AAEON Jetway 

Picture 

   

Model EPIA-P720 PICO-CV01 Np93 Series 

Chipset VIA VX855 Unified 

Digital Media IGP chipset 

Intel® Atom™ 

N2600+NM10 

SoC 

Size PICO ITX (100*72mm) PICO ITX (100*72mm) PICO ITX (100*72mm) 

I/O interface 4 USB ports 5 USB ports 1 USB 3.0  port 

7 USB 2.0  ports 

Expansion 

interface 

SATA port mSATA mSATA  

Display HDMI interface HDMI interface HDMI interface 

Power 

supply 

12V 12V 12V 

Audio Speaker out Speaker out Speaker out 

Extra 

features 

None SATA power cable SATA power cable 

Price Negotiate Personally Negotiate Personally Negotiate Personally 

After visiting the LVI Company, some information have been told that the former provider, Inter, 

will not manufacture the mother board anymore, which means that part is end of life. So a new 

provider needs to be found to meet the demands as much as possible. 

A lot of companies that provide mother board are found in the beginning, unfortunately, many of 

them are too expensive. Then only three companies are taken into consideration. 

Table 5.23 shows the detail product information of three different providers. 

After selecting, three mother boards which are most close to the requirements from LVI 

Company are chosen. Compared with these three selected mother board, the second one and the 

third one are better. The instruction of company is also taken to choose the final mother board for 

their product. The mother board of VIA Company meets all the needs except having no mSATA 

support. So the mother board of AAEON and Jetway win. And the final decision will be made 

after comparing the price. 
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Table 5.24 Mother Board given by the company 

Brand Requirements from LVI Lex SYSTEM Lex SYSTEM 

Picture No info. 

  

Model No info. 2I847H 2I268H 

Chipset No info. Intel Panther Point 

(PCH) HM76 

Intel Cedarview-M and 

NM10 

Size PICO ITX, Nano ITX, 3.5” 102 x 73 mm (2.5 inch) 102 x 73 mm (2.5 inch) 

I/O interface Four internal USB ports 4 USB ports 5 USB ports 

Expansion 

interface 

mSATA support 1 mSATA port mSATA support 

Display HDMI or DVI interface HDMI HDMI and DVI 

Power 

supply 

12V 12V 12V 

Audio Speaker out Speaker out Speaker out 

Extra 

features 

SATA power cable, Heat 

spreader or Heat sink and 

no fan 

None None 

Price 100USD for the main 

board and 15USD for each 

extra feature 

504.01USD Negotiate personally 

Table 5.24 shows two mother boards offered by LVI Company. These two mother board meet all 

the requirements of the company except the price. After comparing all the mother board selected 

and discussing with the company, one mother board wins, and it is 2I847H from Lex System 

Company (more detailed information can be seen in Appendix 2). It has perfect quality although 

it is not cheap. It can meet all the functions that the users require. 
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Speaker 

Table 5.25 comparison of different louder speakers 

Features Drawings  Description  

-Speaker is placed 

in the front of the 

monitor   

-two speakers with 

1W 

 

 

To get the closer position and 

wider volume, speaker is removed 

to the front side of monitor and 

the number is increased to two. 

 

-Speaker is placed 

in the front of the 

monitor   

-one speaker with 

3W 

 

In this concept, the position is the 

same as the first one; however, 

more powerful speaker which can 

get the wider volume is used 

instead of the original one.  

-Speaker is placed 

in the side of 

external panel 

-one speaker with 

3W 

 

 

More powerful speaker is also 

used in this concept. 

If the highest volume in the 

monitor cannot meet the 

requirement, user can get a louder 

voice by adjusting the positon of 

external panel, closer panel, and 

louder voice.  

After the discussion with company, the second one is chosen, and the number of speaker needs to 

be increased to two.  Putting speaker into external panel seems like a good idea, however, 

external panel is too small to add a speaker, and especially for a more powerful speaker (more 

powerful speaker has bigger size). Although more speakers will increase the budget, the company 

thinks it is worth to be. 
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Table 5.26 Requirements of speaker 

Speaker 

Functional requirements Technical requirements 

Shall be loud and clear -more powerful speaker 

-increase the number of speaker 

-change the place of speaker 
Shall face to the user 

Shall make voice 

The size and shape for speaker hole should 

meet the requirements from company 

-diameter of the hole is about 1-1.5 mm 

-the shape of these holes is rounded 

Table 5.26 shows the requirements of the speaker and two figures illustrate the detailed drawings. 

The main requirement of the speaker can be summarized as louder voice. This problem has been 

solved from two aspects: the position of speaker and the range of volume. In Fig 5.17, speaker 

has been moved from the right side to the front of monitor. It means the speaker is closer to the 

user. Considering the discussion with company, the number of the speaker is increased to two, 

which is also for the louder voice. Fig 5.18 is the detailed drawing of hole, which is designed for 

the speaker, the left figure shows the shape of all the holes and the right one shows the diameter 

of each hole. Both of them meet the requirements in Table 5.26. 

 
Figure 5.17 new location of speaker 

  

 

 

 Figure 5.18 shape & dimension of hole 
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Fig 5.19 and Fig 5.20 show the two speakers given by company with different powers, and more 

powerful speaker has been chosen to get wider range of volume. Although the speaker with 3W 

power is thicker and bigger, it can still be installed inside the monitor, and do not make an effect 

on the normal operation of other components. 

 

Figure 5.19 Speaker-3W 

 

Figure 5.20 Speaker-1W 
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Button panel 

Table 5.27 Requirements of button panel 

Button panel 

Shall turn up the speaker 

Shall turn down the speaker 

Shall speed up reading the text 

Shall slow down reading the text 

Shall be used for main control of whole system 

Fig 5.22 shows the original button panel of the monitor, there are switch button, volume/speech 

rate button, reading modes button, magnification button, previews/next letter/word/row button, 

display modes button and change color button. It is known from the customers that the volume 

rate and the speech rate (blue circle in Fig 5.22) shall be separated for clear recognition. One 

volume/speech rate button is divided into four buttons: turning up button, turning down button, 

speeding up button and slowing down button. And an external panel is to be wished. So some 

special buttons including divided volume rate button and speech rate button are removed from the 

button panel of the monitor to the external panel and the normal ones are left on the button panel. 

And scanning button is also added on the external panel. 

 
Figure 5.21 new vision of button panel 

 

Figure 5.22 original button panel 
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External panel 

Table 5.28 comparison of three external panels  

Features Drawings  Description  

-Wi-Fi connection 

-common buttons 

 

 

This concept uses Wi-Fi to 

connect the monitor and external 

panel, which needs the software 

support. 

For the appearance of external 

panel, images which have the 

certain height are put on the 

buttons, and customers can feel 

the shapes of images by touching. 

All the buttons are separate and 

placed in a common way. 

-USB connection 

-artistic buttons 

 

USB is the connection way in this 

concept, which is easier to operate 

and improve. 

The images with the certain height 

is also included in. furthermore, 

the round arrangement of buttons 

is more interesting and popular. It 

looks like just one button to 

control five functions, actually it 

is separated into five buttons. 

-Bluetooth connection 

-Spin buttons  

 

The connection way of this 

concept is Bluetooth which also 

needs the software support. 

In this case, two spin buttons are 

used to control the volume and 

speed. For example, if you turn 

the volume button left, the volume 

will decrease. 

After the discussion with company, the second one has been selected as a new external panel. 

The most important reason is the connection way, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth both need software 

support, they need much more improvement budget than USB connector. For the appearance, the 

company also chose the second one because of the interesting and beautiful design. The detailed 

dimensions and 3D drawing of the selected one will be shown in next page. 
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Table 5.29 Requirements of external panel 

External panel 

Shall control the system 

Shall uncontrol the system 

Shall be connected with the monitor 

Shall be unconnected with the monitor 

Has clear buttons 

Has function of voice and scan 

The size of external panel should be 120mm*90mm*20mm 

The external panel is a totally new part for the whole system. According to the requirements in 

Table 5.29, the external panel is designed for the clear buttons and easy operation. Fig 5.23 

shows an integrated 3D drawing, each button is designed for one function, and the image has a 

certain height (red circles in figure) which means users can feel the shape to know the function of 

each button. In addition, all the borders are dull which makes sure the safety when customers use 

it. The combination of clear function and ornamental appearance makes a great contribution to 

the user-friendly way.  

Considering easier operation, USB connector is used to connect monitor with external panel. The 

hole in the upside of the panel is designed for USB line. 

 
Figure 5.23 the final external panel 
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Supporting leg 

Table 5.30 comparison of three supporting legs  

Features Drawings  Description  

Pin and screw 

 

 

The pin-and-screw supporting 

leg is a threaded pole which is 

like a gear. Then the turning 

button is turned on the top to 

make the monitor move up and 

down, and tighten the turning 

button which is like a moveable 

pin on the back to lock the 

monitor. 

Spring and ball 

 

The spring-and-ball supporting 

leg is pole with holes and track 

on it When pressing the soft 

button on the back, the button 

will push the ball, and the ball 

will leave from the hole, so the 

monitor can move up and down 

along its track. When leaving the 

button, the ball will be rebounded 

by the spring and go back to the 

hole, so the monitor is locked. 

Magnet   

 

The magnet supporting leg is 

pole with magnet and track on it. 

The monitor can move up and 

down along the track and be 

locked by putting a magnet in the 

groove on the back of the holder. 

However, it is not a possible way 

to solve the problem that moving 

and locking the monitor, because 

the magnet has its life and the 

monitor is too heavy for the 

magnet to attract. 
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It is hard for the pin-and-screw supporting leg and the magnet supporting leg to let the screen 

stop in a special position of scanning A3 or A4. While the spring-and-ball supporting leg is easy 

to implement, because the track designed on the back of inner part of the supporting leg has two 

holes on it. One is for A3, the other is for A4. Therefore it is a possible way to realize this idea 

which is different height of the monitor set for camera to take different size of paper. So the 

second concept, spring-and-ball supporting leg is chosen. 

Table 5.31 Requirements of supporting leg 

Supporting leg 

Shall allow the screen to be unlocked 

Shall allow the screen to move 

Shall allow the screen to be locked 

Shall be placed up or down 

The supporting leg connecting the monitor and the file plate could not move. To make the 

machine be able to scan A3, A new supporting leg shall be designed to realize the fact that 

different height for different size of paper. To let the supporting leg be able to place up and down, 

a spring and ball device is designed. When the soft button behind the supporting leg is pushed, 

the ball inside will leave the hole of the track, so the upper part of the supporting leg can moves 

up and down. When the height of the monitor is well adjusted, the force of the spring will push 

the ball back to the hole again. Then it is locked. 

In the following two figures, the status that the machine scans A4 is shown in Fig 5.24, and the 

status that the machine scans A3 is shown in Fig 5.25. The orange part is the inner part that can 

be moved up and down. The purple part is the outer part that supports the whole product. The 

black part is the ball inside. The silver part is the spring inside. Both ball and spring are fixed in a 

position on the outer part. 

                                                                   

 

 

  

 
 

Figure 5.25 final supporting leg in A3 position 

 

Figure 5.24 final supporting leg in A4 position 
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5.6 DFX 

This chapter is made for better quality, manufacturing, assembly and environment. Therefore, the 

design of some components, which are included in the machine, needs to be changed. 

5.6.1 Design for quality 

Benchmarking 

Table 5.32 Benchmarking of the product 

Product New MagniLink TTS Merlin elite 

Company LVI (Low Vision International) Enhanced Vision 

Overview 

  

Characteristic Text-to-Speech, CCTV Text-to-Speech, CCTV 

Adjustable supporter Moveable and lockable supporting 

leg 

Adjustable arm 

External panel Yes Yes 

Location of speakers In front of the monitor In front of the monitor 

Button panel on the 

monitor 

6 buttons 3 buttons 

Touch screen Yes No 

Screen size 18.5” or 23” 24” 

Magnification 1.7 to 60x 2.4 to 70x 

ECO friendly materials Yes No 

Mother board 2I847H No info. 

The benchmarking of the product is done as table 5.32 shows. Three similar products are found at 

first, which are Merlin elite – HD/OCR Video Magnifier from Enhanced vision, Smart View 

Synergy SI desktop magnifier from Human Ware Company and TOPAZs from Freedom 

Scientific Company. But the second one and the third one have no function of reading text. They 

are not reading machine somehow. Therefore they are out of consideration, and the new 

“MagniLink TTS” is compared with the first product to see the advantages and disadvantages. 
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They are almost the same in the characteristic, adjustable supporter, external panel and location 

of speakers. There are six buttons on the monitor of “MagniLink” and just one kind of button is 

removed to the external panel, while there are three buttons on the monitor of Merlin elite and 

most of the buttons are on the external. It is very handy to do so as Merlin elite do. But once the 

external panel is missing or broken, it is hard for users to operate the main machine like Merlin 

elite. So it is wise to keep the buttons of basic functions on the monitor and remove the buttons of 

most common functions to the external panel. Touch screen is a superior point for “MagniLink”. 

Besides the buttons on the monitor and the external panel, it has a third way for users to operate 

the machine. About the screen size, although MagniLink’s is smaller than Merlin elite’s, it is 

optional for two sizes of screen. There is almost no difference between the magnifications of two 

products. A very important point is that all lightweight aluminum and plastic items “MagniLink” 

use are recyclable, which fulfills the requirements of RoHS, WEEE, ErP and REACH. LVI (Low 

Vision International) company is also certified according to ISO 14001. 

House of quality 

The house of quality table is developed in Appendix 2 for us to help the customer and company 

to find a satisfied product. Customer requirements from Table 5.2 voice of customer are 

translated into technical requirements listed under customer focused objectives in the leftmost of 

the house. Directions of changes are divided into four groups: mandatory, versatility, user 

friendly and storability. Mandatory includes required mother board and its budget. Versatility 

includes an external panel, moveable supporting leg and lockable supporting leg. User friendly 

includes one button for one function, a wider range of volume and closer speaker. And storability 

includes more storable body. 

In all the changes, required mother board weights the most. Next is an external panel. Budget, 

moveable screen, lockable screen, one button for one function, a wider range of volume and 

closer speaker are the same of third rank. And more storable body is in the last because the 

machine is for domestic use. And this is from the consultations of Table 5.7 relative priorities and 

ranking of product objectives.  

Engineering characteristics in the roof of the house are listed about almost all the aspects of the 

product, including size, material, certain component, color, software support and mechanical 

operation. It shows the relationships between customer focused objectives and engineering 
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characteristics by using mark “X”- strong, “√”- medium and “O”- weak in the middle of the 

house.  

It is a comparison between new “MagniLink TTS” and Merlin elite from Enhanced Vision. “A” 

stands for Merlin elite, and “B” stands for new “MagniLink TTS”. Two products perform the 

same in the aspects of required mother board, one button for one function and closer speakers. 

The superior points of Merlin elite are in the external panel and adjustable supporter. And the 

inferior points of Merlin elite are in the speaker with wider range of volume and more storable 

body. 

In the basement of the house, target values are showed according to each engineering 

characteristic of the two products. 

This step is to collect all the information about suitable technical requirements to see whether the 

improved product is more competitive than other existing competitor system or not. If so, 

improved MagniLink TTS has more competitive points in comparison with the old one. 

 

5.6.2 Design for manufacturing and assembly 

Table 5.33 Mother boards with different connectors 

Pin connector Physical connector 

 
 

Table 5.33 shows mother boards with different connectors, pin connector and physical connector. 

The red one is that there are no fixed connectors on the board, and these connectors can be 

installed flexibly and freely according to different needs of the product with cable connection to 

the board. It is save more time and human resources to produce or design different kinds of 
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product. While the blue one is that all the connectors are installed on the board in the fixed place. 

To fit these connectors, the product has to be designed right for this kind of mother board. It is a 

narrow way for manufacturing and assembly. So the mother board with pin connector is 

recommended. 

Table 5.34 Two different line protectors 

Plastic cord Plastic casing 

  

These two protectors are recommended to protect the lines because of the too many lines in the 

monitor. The red one is to use the plastic cords to gather the lines with the same direction, the 

number of the cords depends the length of each line, and more cords are needed when the line is 

long enough. The blue one is to use the plastic casing to cover the most part of the lines; the 

number of the gathering lines is often fixed. Both of them can be used not only for the protection 

and easier assembly (avoid twining between lines) but also for more convenient maintenance in 

future work.  
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5.6.3 Design for environment 

 

Figure 5.26 Life cycle stage 

Table 5.35 Life cycle stage 

Life cycle stage Questions 

Materials How many and what types of recyclable materials are used? 

How many and what types of non-recyclable materials are used? 

Production How many and what types of production processes? 

Distribution How many and what types of shipping packages are used? 

Use How much and what type of energy is used 

How long is the lifetime? 

Recovery How soon can the product be disassembled? 

How many and what types of recyclable materials are used? 

There are the frame including the frame of the monitor, the frame of the supporting leg, the file 

plate and the frame for the mother board. The first three parts are made of Acrylonitrile 

Butadiene Styrene (ABS), and the last one is made of lightweight aluminum. All lightweight 

aluminum and plastic items are recyclable. Fulfilling the requirements of RoHS, WEEE, ErP and 

REACH, LVI Low Vision International is also certified according to ISO 14001. 

Materials 

Production 

Distribution Use 

Recovery 
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Figure 5.27 Materials of each part 

How many and what types of non-recyclable materials are used? 

There are the mother board, the control board and the screen. These components are recycled 

according to the standard SS-EN 50625-1. 

How many and what types of production processes? 

There are assembly and disassembly. 

How many and what types of shipping packages are used? 

Cardboard boxes with supporting ends of epdm foam are used, which is recyclable. 

How much and what type of energy is used? 

Electrical power is used. 

How long is the lifetime? 

The expected lifetime is 5 years. 

How soon can the product be disassembled by using what tools? 

It takes about 1 hour to disassemble the whole product with a screwdriver, and different types of 

materials are sorted out for recycling and non-recycling. It is very costly for taking too much 

human resources. 

  

ABS 

The frame for the 

mother board inside 

the monitor is made 

of lightweight 

aluminum. 
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5.7 Prototyping 

 

Figure 5.28 Section view of monitor (front) 

Fig 5.28 shows the inside view of the monitor, which is the mandatory part required to build 

prototyping model. It is very clear to see the position of each component inside the monitor. The 

monitor is the major part of MagniLink TTS. It consists of three main components, the controller 

board, the mother board and the driver board. The mother board is an EOL (end of life) 

component, so a new one has to be found to fit in the monitor. It has to be pin connector instead 

of physical connector for easier manufacturing and assembly. So there are no output ports on the 

mother board, while these ports are all on the controller board, and between the two boards, 

cables are used to connect as well as the connection between controller board and driver board. 

For the cables being put in order, two different ways of line protections are taken into 

consideration in the DFM. One of them is plastic cord and the other one is plastic casing. 

  

Controller 

board 

Mother board 

Driver board 
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Figure 5.29 MagniLink TTS (front view) 

 

Figure 5.30 MagniLink TTS (Right view) 
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Figure 5.31 MagniLink TTS (Back view) 

All the separate components are assembled in Solidworks which is a 3D model building software, 

and showed at a different angle of view. Fig 5.29 is the front sight, Fig 5.30 is the right sight and 

Fig 5.31 is the back sight. The three visual angles offer full vision of the improved product to 

give a general view of those parts that are improved and developed. How each subsystem works 

is exhibited in the chapter called product architecture (Chapter 5.5) in detail. A general idea of 

what the concept product will look like after manufacturing can be got for the customer and the 

company. It is a great help for further improvement. 
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5.8 Verifying Requirements and Validating Design 

5.8.1 Conducting design reviews 

To verify requirements and validate a design, conducting design reviews is a good method. It 

consists of two parts, customer design review and internal design review. The former one is a 

speech to a team of people are responsible for the important customers and users of the product or 

service. And the latter one is a speech to those who have abundant knowledge of design, 

engineering or operating skills that are relevant to the project. Then behavioral test plan and non-

behavioral test plan are developed to trace to originating requirements in the following part. The 

former one is tested by the users and the latter one is measured in design drawings. It is a good 

way to check whether the product or service is satisfied by the customers or not. 

5.8.2 Developing a test plan 

Table 5.36 Behavioral test plan 

Test 

number 

Test procedure Test 

facilities 

Entry 

condition 

Exit condition 

TP.1 The user moves 

the supporting 

leg 

LVI 

person 

Completed 

prototyping 

The user is able to move the 

supporting leg to the height for the 

size of paper they want to scan. 

TP.2 The user locks 

the supporting 

leg 

LVI 

person 

Completed 

prototyping 

The user is able to lock the supporting 

leg for the height for the size of paper 

they want to scan. 

TP.3 The user adjusts 

the speech speed 

LVI 

person 

Completed 

prototyping 

The user is able to clearly know what 

the button for and change the speed. 

TP.4 The user adjusts 

the speaker 

volume 

LVI 

person 

Completed 

prototyping 

The user is able to clearly know what 

the button for and change the volume. 

TP.5 The user uses 

the external 

panel 

LVI 

person 

Completed 

prototyping 

The user is able to connect, 

disconnect and reconnect the external 

panel with the machine, and use it to 

control or uncontrol the system. 

TP.6 The user runs all 

the functions 

LVI  

person 

Completed 

prototyping 

The user is able to run all the 

functions the machine owned 

successfully. 
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A behavioral test plan is developed as Table 5.36 shows. All the functions that can be tested by 

the users are listed and given the numbering format “TP. X”. The users try different function of 

the product via experiencing the completed prototyping of the machine to test whether each 

function that is required to improve works well or not, and give feedbacks for further 

improvement. 
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Table 5.37 Non-behavioral test plan 

Requirement 

number 

Requirements Abstract 

name 

Test 

number 

Test method Test 

facilities 

Entry 

condition 

Exit 

condition 

OR. 12 The mother board shall be 

placed into the monitor, the size 

of which shall be under 3.5” 

External panel 

size 

TP. 7 Measure the length 

and width in the 

design drawing 

None Completed 

design 

drawing 

Assembly 

OR. 13 The diameter of the hole for the 

speaker shall be about 1 to 1.5 

mm 

Speaker hole 

size 

TP. 8 Measure the 

diameter in the 

design drawing 

None Completed 

design 

drawing 

Measurement 

OR. 14 The size of external panel shall 

be 120*90*20 mm 

External panel 

size 

TP. 9 Measure the 

length, width and 

height in the 

design drawing 

None Completed 

design 

drawing 

Measurement 

OR. 15 The shape of overall holes for 

the speaker shall be a circle 

Speaker hole 

shape 

TP. 10 Shape it in the 

design drawing 

None Completed 

design 

drawing 

Measurement 

OR. 16 The images of buttons shall be 

clear for the user 

Button image TP. 11 See them LVI person Completed 

sketches 

The places the 

images are on 

OR. 17 The connection between the 

mother board and the monitor 

shall be pin connectors 

External panel 

requirement 

TP. 12 Learn it from 

datasheet 

None Detailed 

datasheet 

Assembly 

OR. 18 The thickness of speaker shall be 

thinner than the thickness of 

monitor 

Speaker 

thickness 

TP. 13 Measure the 

thickness in the 

design drawing 

None Completed 

design 

drawing 

Assembly 

A non-behavioral test plan is developed as Table 5.37 shows. In this table, other requirements that cannot be test by the users are listed 

and given the numbering format “OR. X” as their requirement number, which exactly continues with the numbers in Table 5.5. All the 

requirements are abstracted with short names. And they are also numbered with the numbering format “TP. X” as the test number, 

which exactly follows the numbers in Table 5.36. There are almost no test facilities to test those requirements, so most of them are 

finished in the design drawings. 
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Table 5.38 Verification cross-reference matrix (VCRM) 

Test (row) is 

used to verify 

the 

requirement 

(column) O
R

.1
 

O
R

.2
 

O
R

.3
 

O
R

.4
 

O
R

.5
 

O
R

.6
 

O
R

.7
 

O
R

.8
 

O
R

.9
 

O
R

.1
0
 

O
R

.1
1
 

O
R

.1
2
 

O
R

.1
3
 

O
R

.1
4
 

O
R

.1
5
 

O
R

.1
6
 

O
R

.1
7
 

O
R

.1
8
 

TP.1   X                

TP.2  X  X               

TP.3        X X          

TP.4 X     X X            

TP.5          X X        

TP.6     X X X X X X X        

TP.7            X       

TP.8             X      

TP.9              X     

TP.10               X    

TP.11                X   

TP.12                 X  

TP.13                  X 

In Table 5.38, all the test procedures are listed in one column, and all the originating requirements are listed in one row. The symbol 

“X” is used to mark whether they are relevant or not. For instant, “TP. 1”, which is “The user moves the supporting leg”, has 

something to do with “OR. 3”, which is “The product shall allow the screen to move”. “TP. 2”, which is “The user locks the supporting 

leg”, has something to do with “OR. 2”, which is “The product shall allow the screen to be unlocked” and “OR. 4”, which is “The 

product shall allow the screen to be locked”. So it is a clear view to see the relationships between test procedures and originating 

requirements. 
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5.8.3 Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) 

The failure mode and effects analysis table is developed in Appendix 3. All components are listed 

in one column and translated into process functions, which is listed in the next column. There are 

storability, user-friendly speaker, user-friendly volume, moveable screen, lockable screen, user-

friendly button, an external panel, budget and EOL mother board included in the process function. 

To reduce risk of the product, potential failure mode and effect, and recommended actions are 

analyzed and listed in the following columns. “Sev.” is determined according to the severity of 

failure to see whether the user will get hurt or not and its severity because of the failure. The 

element is ranked from the most severity to the least severity by rating 10 to 1. “Occ.” is 

determined according to the probability of occurrence of failure. The element is ranked from high 

probability to low probability by rating from 10 to 1. “Det.” is determined according to the 

likelihood of detecting the failure. The element is ranked from the most difficult detecting to the 

easiest detecting by rating from 10 to 1. Risk priority number (RPN) is calculated by timing 

probability of occurrence of failure (Occ.), Severity of failure (Sev.) and Likelihood of detecting 

the failure (Det.) to identify the risky parts of the whole product. 
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6. Result 
In this step, all the work in this project has been finished. Speakers get a louder range of voice 

and more close to user; a brand new external panel is added which makes sure the users will not 

be confused with the functions anymore; a new excellent mother board is also found which can 

replace the EOL (end of life) component; supporting leg is improved which makes the reading 

machine can scan A3 paper; monitor gets a new vision as well. In addition, some suggestions 

about design, which focuses on environment, manufacturing, assembly and quality, is carried out. 

The test plans, failure analysis, competitor system analysis together with analytical prototyping 

are also included in this project. 

The detailed information of each improved part can be seen in technical specification (Appendix 

5) and produce architecture (Chapter 5.5). 
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7. Discussion 
To improve some parts of the existing reading machine, we designed three concepts. In this 

process, the only thing that we needed to consider is the customer comments. However, when we 

made the final decision, more elements were taken into consideration. 

According the requirements from LVI Company, mother board is the only part which has a 

budget requirement at first. The company recommended some providers in the beginning and we 

found some other providers as well. After discussion, the company chose the mother board which 

has great function parameter and smaller size finally, although the price is more expensive than 

the budget. 

External panel was added to the product as a brand new part, we designed the appearance and the 

connection way between external panel and monitor. USB connector was selected instead of 

Bluetooth, because Bluetooth needs the software support, it costs time, money and human 

resource as well. USB connector is easier to operate and decreases the cost to some degrees. 

For the other parts, some dimensions and shapes were required by the company, the materials 

were given as well.  

The main problem can be the supporting leg, which is used to support the monitor and camera, 

the existing one is fixed and the camera can only scan A4 paper in this height. To scan bigger 

size paper like A3, we improved the supporting leg and made it can be moved. We designed the 

two legs (inner part and outer part) to adjust the height and chose “spring and ball” to lock the 

two legs after adjusting. The thing that we worried is the adjustment, this process is finished by 

human power, and the most customers are old people, it can be a little bit heavier to them. 
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8. Conclusion 
To fulfill our task, we really made our best efforts. All the work has been accomplished and brief 

information is in the result. And detailed information is shown in the product architecture 

(Chapter 5.5) and the technical specification (Appendix 5). 

We visited the company to learn about the manufacturing process and background of the product 

almost every two weeks, which was the same frequency that we met our supervisor. And we also 

kept the touch with company by email. When we got some results in the process of improvement, 

we sent the results to the company and revised some parts according to the feedback.  

The best thing we did for our project was the steps that we followed to accomplish our work. We 

read some relevant reference books borrowed from library together with various articles on the 

Internet, and made some changes according to the company’s requirements. Finally, we 

developed our own structure for the whole report, which was the biggest challenge we faced at 

first. Furthermore, it is also hard to keep the balance between the company and teachers. The 

company cared about the steps and results of the project, while the teachers focused on the 

structure of the report and the techniques used in the project. So we did a lot to meet the 

requirements of both sides. 

The most interesting part in the degree project is the design of supporting leg, maybe it is not the 

most important part in the improvement, but the process of design influence us a lot. The main 

purpose to improve the supporting is to change the height and make it adjustable. Different from 

other designs in this project, we tried to find the inspiration from the examples in real life to 

make the concepts more convincing. 

The development of architecture and analytical prototyping helped us to review on our concepts 

if they are practically feasible and see if we missed something in earlier steps in the process. 

Some theory and methods confused us a lot at the start of improvement, however, when we 

looked back on the finished process we had a much clearer view and understanding, it probably 

means that we have learnt something.    
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